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By Steffen Staiger               

President, E31 Chapter 
 

Hello fellow 8ers!  

 

With summer winding down and the 

“to do list” for the winter starting to 

become reality, I want to take a few 

moments to bring everyone up to 

speed on a few things that have 

occurred since the last time you 

received the newsletter.  

 

In case you did not know, it is a sad 

time for the E31 Chapter as Steve 

Cohen passed away in August. Steve 

was extremely important and 

instrumental in the creation of this 

chapter and in bringing the E31 to the 

attention of many who would not 

know what, or even that this 

engineering marvel even existed.  

 

I was fortunate enough to have 

personally met Steve and listen to 

some of his 8 stories. His passion for 

these cars was second to none, and it 

will be a long time before anyone 

even comes close, if at all, to the 8-

Fire that was in his soul. Granted, he 

did take a large number of us on what 

seemed to be a Mad Hatter’s drive 

which had parts that only a 4-wheel 

Jeep should traverse, but we all 

followed without a worry because of 

the respect we had for the man. (And 

it was worth every scenic turn.) 

 

Many 8ers got their start in this 

madness because of Steve, his 

willingness to help anyone and 

everyone, be it for “how-to” or just 

suggestions on what to do. By the 

time you read this, a few of us will 

have been part of his Celebration of 

Life gathering in San Francisco. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Steve laid the groundwork for this 

Chapter and we are committed to 

continue his vision, as this is ours as 

well. This brings me to an interesting 

story about how difficult that can 

sometimes be.  

 

Earlier this month, I managed to get 

three other 850 owners together to go 

to the Cars & Coffee at Classic BMW 

in Plano, Texas. We all detailed our 

cars in preparation for this (who 

doesn’t like to show a clean car, 

right?), got up at the crack of dark, 

and travelled almost an hour a piece 

to get in line and wait to be let in.  

 

As the line started moving, we 

noticed something a bit strange, the 

guys that were stationed at the 

entrances, were picking and 

choosing which cars to let in.  

 

We figured that since there are so 

many cars, they would select the 

ones that aren’t run of the mill. As we 

approached the entrance, we were 

waved off – we figured it was to get us 

to go to the other entrance up the 

street. Once we arrived there, the 3 

cars in front were allowed in, we 

were waved off again, and 2 cars 

behind us granted entrance.  

 

I immediately questioned the Classic 

BMW employee about what was 

happening here, and he explained to 

me that they are only letting in 

“Super Cars” since they are getting 

full, since the Super Car owners are 

paying to “reserve” their spaces.  

 

 

Steffen 

My fellow 8ers looked at me like I 

should have known this was going to 

happen, and I could see that they 

weren’t happy about the wasted time 

and effort.  

 

When life hands you lemons, you 

make some lemonade – 8 Lemonade 

to be specific. It so happens that there 

was a brand-new BMW dealership 

that opened in Grapevine. So we 

decided to hold our own impromptu 

“mini show.” 

 

We arrived, parked in the front, and 

within a few minutes we had just 

about the whole dealership in the 

parking lot asking questions, and 

looking at the cars.  

 

They even had complimentary 

Starbucks coffee for us, as well as a 

Barista to make it for you. Now that 

was nice -- but the M-Car only 

showroom on the second floor was 

cool too.  

 

No one from Sewell had ever seen 

one of these up close, let alone four of 

them. It’s this: the genuine interest in 

these cars that Steve Cohen was 

trying to get out there. That he was 

trying to inspire.  I think we 

accomplished that this past weekend, 

if only for a little bit. 

 

It’s our turn now. May each of us carry 

the torch Steve lit. To preserve the 

heritage of the e31, inspire new 

owners, and to carry our community 

forward. 

 

Let the 8-Fire burn bright.  In 

memory. 

 

 

 

 from the driver’s seat 
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By Roger Wray 

with input from E31 Chapter Members 

 

 
 

In August, the E31 community lost 

longtime member Stephen Watkins 

Cohen, who passed away on Sunday, 

August 13th, on his 78th Birthday. 

Steve was passionate about BMW’s, 

and he was 35 year member of BMW 

CCA.  Over time Steve owned an 

extensive list of BMWs.  Steve’s first 

was a 1969 Colorado Orange 2002, 

followed by a 1973 3.0Cs which he 

had built to at 3.5 due to a couple of 

broken pistons. In 1986 Steve won the 

BMW CCA club raffle for a 1986 535i, 

and in 1991 he added an 850i, his 

pride and joy which was built up to a 

860i. Steve’s last BMW was an i8.   

 

 
 

Steve was the founder of Annual 

Russian River Wine Barrel Tasting 

Tour (ARRWBTT) which started in 

1993. In 2003, he founded the Left 

Coast 8-Fest at the Benbow Historic 

Inn in Northern California,   which at 

its time was the largest gathering of 

E31 BMWs ever achieved.  In 2013 he 

coordinated the 10th Anniversary 

Left Coast 8-Fest, where Steve 

achieved a record 94 Registered 

E31’s and 153 Attendees! Steve was 

all about quality in his creation of 8 

events.  

 

 
 

While Steve insistence for quality was 

always forefront, he would pride 

himself in attracting as many E31 

owners and their cars as possible. 

This was because Steve understood 

the only way to build an E31 

community would be to offer 8 series 

owners an exciting, fun and valued 

reason to attend one of his events i.e., 

one owner, one 8 at a time. 

 

Steve served his country in the United 

States Navy from 1962 through 1966, 

and later received a Bachelor of 

Music and Masters in Education 

Administration at San Francisco State 

University. Steve taught music for 9 

years and later became a School 

Administrator. Steve then started his 

own financial management business.  

Throughout his time, Steve 

developed the reputation as a real 

“car guy”. 

 

 
Honest mam…this is not a bribe! 

 

In the mid 1990’s, I met Steve through 

the E9 CS Register.  Both of us owned 

’73 3.0 CS coupes, and I ran the CS 

Register at the time.  Steve and I 

occasionally spoke over the phone, 

and even though we never had the 

opportunity to meet in person, we 

just “clicked”.  Over the years, 

Steve’s BMW passion passed from E9 

Coupes up to the E31 and he sold his 

E9 to his lifelong mechanic.  As time 

passed, the frequency of our phone 

conversations increased. We both 

had migrated to E31s – Steve on the 

West coast organizing events, and 

me on the east coast doing the same.  

We shared the challenges and our 

common desire to put together 

something that was fun for all and 

worthy of the E31 owners who 

attended the events.   

 

 
Ed Raether, Steve and Karen 

 

Steve became a driving force in the 

E31 Community and within BMW 

CCA to bring recognition to the E31.  

Steve was very proud to succeed with 

the formation of the E31 Chapter.  The 

formation of a new chapter is never 

easy, and add to that the fact that we 

were forming the first non-

geographic chapter within BMW Car 

Clubs of America.  We spoke about 

 steve cohen – the loss of a legend 
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what direction we wanted to guide 

the chapter, and Steve was adamant 

that the chapter serve as a center 

point for all E31 enthusiasts North 

America wide.  Steve’s primary 

objective was to unite all E31 owners.   

 

 
 

When it came time to gather officers 

for the new chapter, I told Steve I 

thought it would be fitting that he be 

our first chapter president.  In his own 

humble way, he said:  “Roger, I want 

you to do it.  I have too many other 

things on my plate, and I want you to 

be president.”  I tried to talk him into 

at least flipping a coin but he would 

have none of it – he just said: “You go 

first, and I’ll follow you”.   

 

That’s the kind humble guy he was.  

Unfortunately, he will not have the 

opportunity to assume the 

Presidency of the chapter, but for 

many of us – he is and always will be 

the person for us to emulate. 

 

 
 

 
 

Steve touched many fellow 

automobile enthusiasts throughout 

his lifetime.  Recognized as one of the 

driving founders of the E31 

community, Steve’s interests was not 

just restricted to BMWs.  Steve loved 

sailing the coast of California.  

Another of Steve’s passions was 

restoring vintage Fire Engines.  Steve 

was happy to display his Fire Truck 

and share it with others at festivals, 

fairs and parades. 

 

 
 

 
 

Steve’s pride and joy was his 860i 6-

speed.  His car started life a 1991 E31 

850i coupe, but throughout Steve’s 

ownership, he increased the 

displacement from 4,988cc to 

5,944cc, and it became known by  the 

8 community as the 860i. The 

increased displacement in the M70 

V12 engine was accomplished by the 

addition of a Moldex custom billet 

crankshaft with an 86mm stroke; 

lightened, balanced and shot-

peened connecting rods, and Wiseco 

custom forged pistons with 9.36:1 

compression ratio.   

 

 

 

 
 

The cylinder heads were ported and 

polished and they received a four-

angle valve job.  S70 cams were 

installed and the intake manifolds 

were extrude honed.  Rinehart 

custom headers were utilized. The 

throttle bodies were bored out by 

3mm and paired with 18.4 lb Bosch 

injectors. The engine also received 

custom DME chips from The 

Powerhouse.  A BMW engine oil 

cooler and a clutch and pressure 

plate were sourced from an 850CSi. A 

3.15:1 differential with 50% limited 

slip was installed. The end result was 

an impressive increase in 

horsepower from 295 to 435 hp, and 

an increase in torque from 332 lb-ft to 

a stump pulling 480.5 lb-ft delivered 

to the rear wheels.  

  

 
 

More power alone isn’t enough to 

transform the 850i into a sports car, so 

Steve made substantial suspension 

improvements, including H&R Sport 

springs, Bilstein shocks, K-Bars anti-

roll bars measuring 28.5mm front in 

front and 19.0mm rear in place of the 

24mm/13mm stock bars, M-Wrench 

camber plates/spring perches and a 

Strong Strut brace.   

 

The end result was not only a 

powerful GT machine, but one that 

could keep up with almost anything 

else when the road became twisty! 
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In addition to cars, Steve also 

enjoyed a good bottle of wine, and a 

fine glass of Old Potrero 18th-century 

rye whiskey.  At the 2015 Annual 

Russian River Wine Barrel Tasting 

Tour Steve was presented with his 

own bottle of wine, complete with an 

engraved case from appreciative 

BMW owners who had attended the 

tour over the years. 

 

 
Wuffer, Derek Pinton, Steve, Karen, Ed 

Raether and, Ed’s wife Jane 

I remember driving up and meeting 

Steve face to face for the first time at 

the 10th Anniversary 8-Fest in 2013.  

As I previously mentioned, Steve and 

I spoke many times and I had formed 

an impression of him in my mind as 

we so often do communicating with 

someone over the phone.  We had 

spoken often in the previous 18 

years, but had never met.  When we 

finally shook hands and hugged each 

other, it was as if we had been around 

each other all our lives.  

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
Ed Raether and Steve 

 
Wuffer and Steve 

 

Tom Carter (Wuffer) sent the 

following:  “I first met Steve at the Left 

Coast 8-Fest in 2003 as an attendee 

and emergency Facilitator for the 

event. The weekend was a blur but I 

remember telling Steve I would see 

him again. And see him again, I did on 

several occasions, including 4 Russian 

River Wine Barrel Tasting tours, the 

PNW 8-Fest in 2005 (where Steve was 

inducted into the 8-Fest Hall of Fame) 

and the 2013 Left Coast 8-Fest where, 

once again, I was a Facilitator and 

Tech Session Co-coordinator.  

 

I spent many an evening as a guest at 

Steve's home in Santa Rosa continuing 

the 8-Fest tradition of a glass of Old 

Potrero every evening. Horrible stuff 

but it was one of Steve's favorites. 

Always a gracious host, he made me 

feel welcome, every visit and allowed 

me to cut the Old Potrero with ice, at 

least.   I particularly remember a few 

days in July when on my way home 

from a WrenchFest in Long Beach 

Steve roped me in to coming by his 

home (it was on my way home - sorta) 

and helping him with a job on his 860 - 

replacing the heater core! It was so hot 

in his garage that it took us 3 days to 

do it as we could only work 3 hours a 

day in the mornings - even with the 

fans blasting on full! Steve’s lady, 

Karen, walked by on day two, looked 

in the car and said "you two will never 

get it back together!" but we did, 

successfully. 

 

 A couple of old guys, Steve and I but 

we were friends, close friends. I will 

miss him....” 

 

 
Wuffer and Steve 

Jeff Ivarson described Steve this way:  

“In every respect, Steve was like the 

E31 itself, ahead of its time, totally 

different and unique, over 

engineered, skillfully design and 

constructed, exciting to drive and 

delivered an emotional high. Of all the 

E31 owners I have meet over the years, 

Steve will always be the silverback 

gorilla of E31 community!”  
 
Steve will sorely be missed within the 

BMW and E31 community.  He was a 

true gentleman – an enthusiast, and a 

great car guy.  His generosity had a 
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positive and lasting impact on all 

those who had the pleasure to meet 

him.  In the E31 Chapter we have a 

saying:  “The cars bring us together, 

but it is the People who make us who 

we are”.    Steve always remembered 

that it was not about the cars, but 

about the people.   

 

 
 

William Edgar, who took the cover 

photo of Steve for this edition of the 

E31 NEWS at the Annual Russian 

River Wine Barrel Tasting Tour  had 

this to say about Steve:  “When I lived 

in Santa Rosa, Steve and I would often 

meet for hamburgers at local burger 

joints, always trying to find the best 

one.  I’m sure that he is being hugely  

 
 

 
 

 

missed by E31 enthusiasts and the 

BMW community in general.” 

 

At Steve’s celebration of life 

ceremony, his ashes were spread on 

the San Francisco Bay.  E31 owners 

attended the celebration from as far 

away as Canada and Texas.  It was a 

fitting way to say good bye.   

 

 
 

In the Navy there is a saying to a 
departing friend – “Fair Winds and 

Follow Seas”.   

 
To that we add “Enjoy that ultimate 

drive in the sky Steve – you will be 

missed my friend”. 

 

 

 
By Janis Hauser 

 

On October 14th, a small group of 

8ers boarded a yacht -- and hugged 

each other. We were all there to 

honor Steve Cohen, along with his 

close friends and dear family. 

 

 
 

 As the boat's engines fired up and we 

headed out into the bay, I tuned into 

the different conversations around 

me. 

"...Steve sure loved a good party.” 

 

"...he learned everything about 

everything, and shared it with 

everyone." 

 
Portrait of Steve by his daughter, Kristen 

Bucci, which was on the cover of his 

tribute booklet 

 

 
Steve’s daughter, Tammy Stanton and 

friends share fond memories of Steve on 

the San Francisco Bay 

"...then he'd wink after he told that 

story and mischieviously say: ‘and 

there was more!'" 

 

 "...as we drove his fire truck down that 

steep hill he pointed to the e-brake, 

told me to yank on it if he missed first 

gear." 

 

"...I walked into his house and it was 

like a musical, with him spontaneously 

breaking out into song!" 

 

 "...his favorite thing to say: 'it's my 

pleasure..." 

 
Steffen Staiger and Tom “Wuffer” Carter 

 steve’s farewell cruise 
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Personally, I remember a man 

generous with friendship, stories, 

and good jokes. When I joined the 

old Roadfly forum, Steve was one of 

the OG, the "Original Gangsters" if 

you will. But that didn't stop him from 

rolling out the welcome mat for me or 

any other E31 owner asking newbie 

questions for the 1000th time. 

 

 
Wuffer and Lou Reguero 

 

I watched the ceremonial flowers 

bob and trail away in the boat's wake, 

and couldn't help but feel a sense of 

deep loss. 

 
Everyone watched as Steve takes his final 

voyage on the San Francisco Bay 

 

Without Steve... 

 

But then I looked around at my E31 

family on that boat; Carter, Larry, 

Lou, Chris, Rod, Liz, Steffen, and 

Wuffer. The loss was replaced with 

love. Steve WAS there, and always 

will be. He wouldn't miss a good 

party, would he? That's why he 

started this chapter! 

 

 
Wuffer and Rod Muir 

 
Steffen Staiger and Carter Unruh 

 Steve left us the legacy of lasting 

friendship with the E31 Chapter. It's 

ours to carry on. As we continue to 

gather for tours, coffee, wrenching, 

or forum conversations, I'm sure he'll 

still be with us, clapping his hands 

together, smiling broadly, and 

having a good belly laugh at our E31 

stories. 

 

 
Carter Unruh, Janis Hauser, Larry Silver 

 

Know this: any time you drive your 

car he'll be there. He's waving you on 

with pride, saying "It's my pleasure..." 

 
Steve behind the wheel in his loved 860 
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By Brian Diefenbacher 

 

 
 
Arizona 8’s recently attended the 

35th annual Sedona Car Show held at 

the Sedona Airport on Saturday, 

September 16th, 2017 sponsored by 

the Sedona Car Club.  Five E31’s 

attended. 

 

 
 

We usually meet offsite so that the 

group is able to enter the car show in 

a group and with presence. Lots of 

photos are usually taken when we 

show up. The cars are getting more 

interest from attendees, as well as 

questions asked by people at the 

show. 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Those representing the marque 

were: 

Stefan Dwornik - Blue 1997 840ci 

Henri Atamian - Silver 1995 840ci 

Quyen Ngyuen - White 1995 840ci 

Rick Sellman - Black 1991 850i 

Brian Diefenbacher - Silver 1993 

850ci 

 

 

 
 

The AZ 8’s has wrenchfests, car show 

attendance, and some small day trips 

or overnight events around the state.  

 

 
 

 
 

If anyone is interested in attending 

future events with the AZ 8’s they can 

contact Brian via email: 

briandief@mac.com 
 

  chapter news 

 AZ 8’s attend sedona car show 
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Reproduced with permission from 8er.org 

 
 

BMW's Individual program was 

launched to the public at the 1992 

Geneva Show with the unveiling of a 

specially trimmed and painted 7 

Series and an 850CSi.  BMW 

Individual was set up to address the 

needs of clients who want to deviate 

a little, or a lot, from standard 

specifications, particularly with the 

interiors of their cars.  

 

It was obvious to BMW that 

aftermarket tuners were making a 

good living from such work, and 

many clients had approached 

dealers and even the factory itself to 

have such work done.   It did not 

make commercial sense to continue 

turning clients away, so BMW 

Individual was set up to offer clients a 

factory personalization service 

whereby their special requests could 

be built into the car at the 

manufacturing stage and delivered 

through their local dealer with a full 

factory warranty.  

 

 
 

While there was a choice of many 

non-standard shades of wood and 

leather in the Individual brochure, 

over and above BMW mainstream, 

clients could have any color of paint 

or leather within reason and good 

taste applied to their car. 

 

BMW Individual was established as a 

service for those who want to own a 

car that uniquely reflected their 

personality. Whether first-class 

materials, striking colors or exclusive 

technical fittings and modifications -  

BMW Individual hand-built cars with 

a unique character. A love of detail 

and the highest degree of 

handcraftsmanship guaranteed cars 

of fascinating individuality.  

 

BMW Individual was established as a 

department of BMW Motorsport 

Gmbh : 

 
Introduction :  

 

BMW Motorsport GmbH was founded 

in Munich in 1972. BMW AG motor 

sport activities were looked after 

here and the BMW values of 

sportsmanship, dynamism and high  

performance was cultivated. Since 

1993 the company carried the name 

BMW M GmbH, Gesellschaft für 

individuelle Automobile. The name 

of the company has changed, but the 

character of its cars hasn't: they link 

racing car technology with absolute 

everyday pragmatism and perfect 

comfort.  

 

BMW Motorsport GmbH. history:  

 

 1972: Founding of BMW Motorsport 

GmbH.  

 1978: Founding of the BMW Driver 

Training business group.  

 1992: Integration of the BMW 

Individual business group.  

 1993: Renaming of the corporation as 

BMW M GmbH, Gesellschaft für 

individuelle Automobile.  

 1996: Founding of BMW Motorsport 

Ltd., England as an independent 

company looking after motor sport 

activities.  

 

Racing Success:  

 

 The history of BMW M is rich in motor 

sport successes - whether in the 

touring car class or Formula 1 where 

BMW won the title of world champion 

in 1993. This affinity with racing has 

remained to this day: team spirit, the 

joy of innovation and perfection still 

from the basis of BMW M.  

 

Fields of Activity:  

 

 The Three Business Group of BMW 

Motorsport:  

 

BMW M Automobiles - the complete 

synthesis of high performance and 

innovation.  

 

 BMW Individual - the way to your 

tailor-made BMW.  

 

 BMW Driver Training - the way to 

achieve superior driving skills.  

 

 
 

BMW M Classics:  

 

 The M1, M3 and M5, the M 635CSi 

and the M 850CSi - to name but a few 

examples - have not only found a 

 international news 

 bmw individual 
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place in the hearts of automobile fans 

but their presence on the world's 

streets over the last 20 plus years has 

developed into the legend of M. Not 

simply 'old-fashioned' classics, they 

are living proof of the power of 

innovation and the fascination of 

BMW M.  

 

With the 850CSi sports coupé the 

engineers at BMW created a dream 

car. Every detail of the 850CSi 

reflects the innovative spirit, 

aesthetic class, power and dynamics. 

With a total of 1,510 units built, it has 

today become a much sought-after 

rarity. Technical highlights such as 

Automatic Stability Control + 

Traction (ASC+T) with differential 

lock and active rear axle kinematics 

were premiered in the BMW 850CSi.  

 

The 12 cylinder engine of the BMW 

850CSi with 5.6 litre capacity 

develops 280 kW (380 hp) and 

accelerates the 850CSi from 0 to 100 

km/h in 6 seconds. 

 

 
 

"Individuality is the sum total of the 

freedom you enjoy in life."  

 

Freedom is the greatest possession. 

Hardly anything can be of greater 

value than the realization of one's own 

desires: for example in the form of an 

automobile which is as exclusive as it 

is unique. 

  

With its unusual vehicle concepts, 

BMW Individual fulfilled the desire 

for automobile freedom.  

 

From the sum total of individual 

options, masterly compositions were 

created which were perfect down to 

the last detail.  

 

For the USA market over the 

production period of the E31, almost 

all vehicles were dealer ordered cars 

ordered through the E31 option list.  

A reason for this was allegedly to 

conform to consumer protection 

laws. 

 

 
 

Of the 6919 vehicles delivered in the 

USA, there are only 9 E31’s which 

were ordered with the interiors 

marked "Special Upholstery - Z1XX" 

(D: 468/11185 = 4.2%). There was 

also no more than 25 vehicles with 

"special paint" (of which outside 

North America only 17 would be 

considered as a vehicle with special 

individual color). This is due to the 

additional restricted color selection 

for North American customers. 

 

So in actuality, very few USA E31’s 

combined Individual paint and 

interior individual options.  

According to the 8 registry, only 5 

(about 0.7 per thousand) USA cars 

had this combination. 

 

As a full factory warranty applied to 

all BMW Individual work, the 

department had very strict quality 

control standards, and these dovetail 

with the materials used into normal 

production cars.  

 

Prototypes had to undergo the harsh 

test regime of exposure to intense 

sunlight and freezing sub-zero 

temperatures for months before they 

were passed for production.  

 

And so it was with the special wood 

and leather products used in the 

interiors of cars from BMW 

Individual. After all, the last thing a 

client wanted to see was his lovely 

hand-stitched leather dash top 

peeling under the sun or the wood 

veneer fading and cracking!  

 

"We test how thin leather has to be to 

fit a part like a glove, and how thick it 

must be for toughness and 

longevity," said BMW M's press 

officer, Friedbert Holz. "This takes 

time; unfortunately, some clients who 

cannot wait might have to make do 

with just a full leather interior without 

special wood and leather dashboard 

for up to 18 months after a new model 

is launched.  

 

The very first fully personalized car to 

emerge from BMW Individual's 

workshops was a 750iL for Karl 

Lagerfeld.  

 

In 1992, the famous designer 

approached BMW requesting a 

special car for himself.  "As a 

professional designer, he was able to 

work on the project alongside our 

house designers," Friedbert Holz 

explained.  "He even helped our 

people by contributing some very 

good ideas which they absorbed into 

their repertoire."  

 

Not every car that received the BMW 

Individual treatment went through 

the Garching facility.   Very special 

cars like Karl Lagerfeld's 7 Series had 

so many alterations from standard 

that they required days of personal 

attention from craftsmen.  

 

 
 

In recent years, a lot of strategic 

changes have been made.  Individual 

is now available for all BMW Models, 

but the scope of changes are sub-

categorized into three or four areas.  

 

 Most exclusive are very special 

commissions like the Karl Lagerfeld 

cars.  These flagship cars number 

about 600 per year.  

 

 Next in line are the personalized cars 

for people who want a special color 

of paint or interior trim.  About 12,000 

such cars are made per year, the 

maximum number BMW can cope 

with.  
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 Small production runs of special 

edition cars to a set specification are 

the next serial production item.   "We 

make anything from 5 to 1,000 such 

cars in production runs," said 

Prommesberger.   "These are made 

for specific markets or dealers.  It is 

the only way to get quality and low 

unit costs."  

 

So what does it take to turn a 

mainstream BMW model into an "M" 

car?   "If there has been a decision to 

develop an 'M' model of a mainstream 

car, we study the packaging of the 

BMW AG prototypes and make 

decisions on what components have 

to be changed to give the car the 

high-performance character and 

manners we are seeking," explained 

Herr Schmidt.  "We need a more 

sporting engine and sharper 

handling characteristics while at the 

same time maintaining a high level of 

comfort and luxury. Once these 

components have been designed, 

tested and signed off, production can 

start at the mainstream factories."  

 BMW M GmbH is a multi-faceted 

organization with a whole wealth of 

talents that ranges from restoring 

older BMWs with a pedigree, like the 

famous Art Cars, to building totally 

new personalized cars.  

 

But for the car enthusiast, the most 

glamorous part of the operation is 

arguably the development 

department for the cars that proudly 

wear the famous "M" logo. 

 

 

 

 
By Tim Meeks 

LICENSE PLATE FAIL - REAR FOG LIGHT FAIL and other BULB FAILURE warnings 

 

This is now a common problem on the 

E31, even on the latest model years. 

Common symptoms of this failure is if 

you put the car into reverse when 

your sidelights are on you get an OBC 

warning LICENSE PLATE FAIL - but 

when you trot to the back of the car 

they are working fine, in fact, all the 

rear lights seem to be working fine! 

However, if you leave the car in 

reverse and have a look at the rear 

lights one of the reversing lights will 

be out, and so will one of the license 

plate lights. The same problem also 

occurs when you use the rear fog 

lights: 

 

 
 

This problem can also cause other 

bulb failure warnings - and you may 

lose one of the tail lights on the boot 

light clusters and NOT get an error 

message. This is because (for no 

sensible reason) the rear side lights 

that are fitted to the boot light clusters 

are not connected to the Lamp 

Control Module - those lights can fail 

and you will get no warning of it. 

All this strange behavior is due to the 

failure of the wiring in the boot hinge. 

There are two looms, one at each 

boot hinge, and the wiring within this 

loom eventually fails from fatigue. To 

be pedantic, it is the insulation that 

initially fractures, and as the relevant 

wire bends it bends to an acute angle 

where the fracture is - and then falls 

apart. 

 

I have just done this repair on my 

E31, and I feel I could have done it 

better, as usual I got stuck in 

stripping the loom outer cover - and 

then realized I could have just slit the 

cover for a neater job - but I'll explain 

what I will do different in future as we 

go through the repair. 

 

First of all, let's have a look at what 

happens within the loom and causes 

the problem: 

 

There we go, in the left-hand hinge 

the BROWN wire and the 

GREY/VIOLET wires have failed (I 

haven't cut these apart, they look like 

this once the cover is stripped back). 

Also notice that near the top of the 

picture, the GREY/VIOLET wire 

insulation is fractured just above the 

break - any wires that have fractured 

insulation but have not broken will 

need to be repaired - they will break 

quite soon anyway. 

The BROWN wire usually breaks first 

- this is because it has a greater 

diameter and resists bending more 

(until the insulation fractures). The 

BROWN wire is the ground or chassis 

connection - there is a BROWN wire 

at both hinges, both connect to the 

chassis near the boot fuse box via 

ground connection X494.  

 

 
 

 tech corner 

 boot (trunk) hinge wirinig repair 
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The boring explanation: 

 

When the wiring is fully intact, the 

current that returns from the LEFT 

reversing light goes via the BROWN 

wire in the LEFT loom to chassis. 

When the LEFT BROWN wire fails, the 

current returns to chassis via the 

LEFT reversing light, through the 

BLUE/YELLOW wire in the LEFT 

hinge loom to the junction (X428), 

back through the BLUE/YELLOW 

wire in the RIGHT hinge loom, 

through the RIGHT reversing light 

and to chassis via the BROWN wire in 

the RIGHT hinge loom.  

 

The reversing lights do not 

noticeably illuminate as they are 21W 

bulbs (they do glow a bit though). 

This is why, when you put the car into 

reverse you get the LICENSE PLATE 

FAIL OBC message, due to junction 

X428 going to 12V to illuminate the 

reversing lights and losing the 

license plate pseudo chassis 

connection - it makes sense, 

honestly!  

 

End of boring explanation 

 

Right, enough blurb, let's get on with 

it - but don't slavishly follow the 

pictures as I would do this differently 

now, especially as I know where the 

break is going to be! 

 

We'll start with the RIGHT hinge loom 

- and more importantly, the most 

likely place the the wires will fail. 

Have a look at the picture below, 

there are two loom clamps, one on 

the boot itself where the loom exits, 

and one on the hinge (Note: this is 

after repair, the loom cover was 

originally smooth: 

 

 

It is between these two clamps where 

the wiring is most likely to break. So, 

to start with, pop the loom from the 

two clamps and then use a super-

sharp scalpel to slit the cover, do not 

tear it back like I did later! 

 

 
 

Well, this is what I found in the right 

loom - a previous repair using Lucar 

bullet connectors: 

 

 
The wires damaged are a 

GREY/YELLOW (inner right 

sidelight) and YELLOW/BLACK (rear 

right foglight - not fitted on US models 

and not checked by the Lamp Control 

Module). 

 

I poked the grommet that goes 

through the boot as far into the boot 

as possible to get better access to 

where the breaks are - I also stripped 

back the cover. It would be better just 

to slit the cover along its length as we 

can re-use the cover later. It is just a 

case of cutting out the section of wire 

that runs between the two loom 

clamps and replacing it, but, stagger 

multiple joints so that the loom does 

not have a section that bends 

differently to the rest of the loom. 

 

To get the right length of 

replacement wire, cut out the dodgy 

section of wire (at least 100mm/4"), 

and then use the broken wire 

sections as a length guide for the 

replacement. Strip back 5mm of 

insulation on each end and tin the 

wire with solder: 

 

 
 

I have used a butane-powered 

soldering iron for this, and that was 

my second mistake - apart from 

taking 40 minutes to get the  thing to 

light, it gets much too hot for this kind 

of work. It would have been a lot 

more sensible to drag out the mains-

powered and temperature controlled 

bench soldering iron and then the 

joints would have looked a whole lot 

better. Anyway, enough excuses, I 

then cut a couple of lengths of 16/.02 

wire to the correct lengths: 

 

 
 

Tinned both of those and slipped two 

lengths of 3mm heatshrink on the 

lower end of the original wires. I then 

soldered the four joints, slipped the 

heatshrink up over the joints and 

used a hot-air gun to shrink the 

heatshrink into place (you can use the 
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edge of the soldering iron to do this if 

a hot-air gun is not available): 

 

 
 

I then pulled what was left of the loom 

cover back in place and used self-

amalgamating-tape to re-cover the 

loom and stuck it back in the clamps. 

If you have never used self-

amalgamating-tape before, this tape 

is not sticky - it welds itself together 

when stretched into a homogenous 

tube if done properly, is fully 

waterproof and won't come off again 

unless cut. Here's the blurb from the 

datasheet: 

 

 

Strip back the interleaving and 

stretch the tape to reduce its width by 

between one third and one half. Keep 

the tape under tension and wrap, 

overlapping successive layers by 

50%, until the desired build-up of 

insulation is achieved. Finish the 

wrapping by holding the tape under 

thumb and snap by stretching. The 

high degree of stretch as describe 

above will prevent the inclusion of 

voids and ensure rapid 

amalgamation: 

 

 
 

As previously said, it would be better 

just to slit the cover and pull out the 

wires - I could then have put the self-

amalgamating-tape over the cover 

for a neater loom. I did the left loom 

first and cut even more of the cover 

off - one difference here is that I 

repaired one of the BROWN wires - 

and these need larger gauge wire - I 

used 32/.02 wire. 

 

 
 

The parts used and equipment is 

shown below: 

 

 
 

- Equipment wire 16/.02 

- Equipment wire 32/.02  

- Multicore 60/40 solder  

- 3mm Heatshrink 

- Soldering Iron (use a temperature-

controlled one if possible) 

- Hot-air gun (or use the side of the 

soldering iron) 

- Self-amalgamating tape (cheaper 

from a DIY store) 

- Scalpel 

- Side-cutters 

All done, time for a cup of tea 
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Special thanks to  8er.org  

 
Note:  The BMW CCA E31 Chapter, or anyone associated with the BMWCCA E31 Chapter 

Assumes no responsibility or liability for these Torque values.  Please use at your own discression.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 rear suspension torque settings 

Crossbar to wheel hub 
(TIS = mounting arm) 
Screw #: 07 11 9 914 829 
Size: M14 x 1.5 x 85 
Mother #: 07 12 9 922 745 (self.) 
Washer: no 
Direction: Screw FZ-front 
Torque: 150 NM 

Upper wishbone wheel carrier 
Screw #: 07 11 9 914 832 
Size: M14 x 1.5 x 70 
Mother #: 07 12 9 922 745 (self.) 
Washer: no 
Direction: Screw FZ-front 
Torque: 127 NM 

Stabilizer stabilizer 
Screw #: 07 11 9-913-859 
Size: M10 x 50 
Mother #: 07 12 9 964 672 (self.) 
Washer: no 
Direction: Screw FZ-Mitte 
Torque: 42 nm - normal position 

Crossbar to shock absorber 
(TIS = mounting arm) 
Screw #: 07 11 9 914 681 
Size: M12 x 1.5 x 85 
Mother #: 07 12 9 900 047 (self.) 
Washer: no 
Direction: Screw FZ-front 
Torque: 115 nm – normal position 

Upper arm to axle beam 
Screw #: 33 32 1 133 883 
Size: M12 x 1.5 x 78 
Mother #: 07 12 9 900 047 (self.) 
Washer: 1 x nut page 
Direction: Screw FZ-front 
Torque: 77 nm - normal position 

Upper arm to push rod 
(TIS = integral handlebar) 
Screw #: 07 11 9 914 832 
Size: M14 x 1.5 x 70 
Mother #: 07 12 9 922 745 (self.) 
Washer: no 
Direction: Screw FZ-front 
Torque: 127 NM 
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Axle bracket to body FZ rear 
Screw #: 33 31 1 136 756 
Size: M14 x 1.5 x 132 
Mother #: no 
Washer: 1 x the flatter 
Direction: from the bottom 
Torque: 140 NM 

Axle bracket to body FZ front 
Screw #: 33 31 1 136 756 
Size: M14 x 1.5 x 132 
Mother #: no 
Washer: 1 x the higher 
Direction: from the bottom 
Torque: 140 NM 

Longitudinal rear hub carrier 
Screw #: wheel carrier 
Size: 
Mother #: 33 32 1 090 060 (self.) 
Washer: no 
Direction: Screw FZ outdoor 
Torque: 278 NM - normal 
position 

Push rod HORIZ to wheel hub 
(TIS = Führungslänker) 
Screw #: on push rod 
Size: 
Mother #: 07 12 9 922 745 (self.) 
Washer: no 
Direction: Screw FZ-front 
Torque: 80 NM 

Push rod VERT to trailing arms 
(TIS = Integrallänker) 
Screw #: on push rod 
Size: 
Mother #: 07 12 9 922 754 (self.) 
Washer: no 
Direction: Screw FZ outdoor 
Torque: 120 NM 

Trailing arm to body 
Screw #: 07 11 9 911 653 
Size: M14 x 1.5 x 45 
Mother #: no 
Washer: no 
Direction: 
Torque: 127 NM 

Crossbar to axle beam 
(TIS = mounting arm) 
Screw #: 33 32 1 133 881 
Size: M14 x 1.5 x 85 
Mother #: 07 12 9 922 745 (self.) 
Washer: 1 x nut page 
Direction: Screw FZ-front 
Torque: 127 NM 

Push rod HORIZ axis vehicle 
(= TIS Guide bar) 
Screw #: 07 11 9 914 684 
Size: M12 x 1.5 x 77 
Mother #: 07 12 9 900 047 (self.) 
Washer: no 
Direction: Screw FZ-front 
Torque: 95 NM - normal position 
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Diff. Holder on differential 
Screw #: 07 11 9 914 813 
Size: M14 x 1.5 x 50 
Mother #: no 
Washer: 1 x screw page 
Direction: Screw FZ outdoor 
Torque: 186 NM 

Diff. Holder on differential 
Screw #: 07 11 9 911 705 
Size: M14 x 1.5 x 32 
Mother #: no 
Washer: 1 x screw page 
Direction: Screw FZ outdoor 
Torque: 186 NM 

Diff. Holder at axle beam 
Screw #: 07 11 9 914 829 
Size: M14 x 1.5 x 85 
Mother #: 07 12 9 922 745 (self.) 
Washer: 2 x both page 
Direction: Screw FZ outdoor 
Torque: 127 NM 

Diff. Holder in 2 x hubs 
Screw #: 07 11 9 914 678 
Size: M12 x 1.5 x 100 
Mother #: 07 12 9 900 047 (self.) 
Washer: 2 x both page 
Direction: Screw FZ-rear 
Torque: 77 NM 

Drive shaft for differential 
Screw #: 33 21 1 227 279 
Size: M10 x 50 (Aussentorx) 
Mother #: no 
Underlay sheet: 33 21 1 209 543 
Direction: Screw FZ outdoor 
Torque: 83 NM 
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By Roger Wray 

Editor, E31 NEWS 

 

As the editor of the E31 NEWS, I 

wanted to start a column that would 

close out each newsletter.  This 

edition of the E31 NEWS marks our 

transition to our new E31 Chapter 

Board of Directors.   

 

Please welcome: 

Steffen Staiger – President 

Tom Jacobsmeyer – Vice President 

Henry Christoff – Secretary 

 

They join our current officers: 

Jon Nelson – Treasurer 

Jeff Ivarson – Brands Manager 

Rob Scott – Events Coordinator 

 

Non-voting appointed Board 

members include: 

Janis Hauser – Membership 

Chairperson 

Roger Wray – Newsletter Editor 

Bob Bennett – Webmaster 

Tom “Wuffer” Carter – Pacific North 

West Regional Facilitator 

Roger Wray – Southeast US Regional 

Facilitator 

Our new board has some great ideas 

for the chapter.  Please join me in 

supporting them. 

If there is something you wish to see 

in our E31 NEWS Newsletter, please 

let me know.  From feedback I have 

received our newsletter is being 

read worldwide!  In addition to 

coverage of our chapter, I hope to 

continue including articles from 

outside the US and Canada so we all 

may see what is happening in the 

worldwide E31 community.      

 

If you have an event, please take 

pictures, write something down, and 

send them to me.  Everyone enjoys 

seeing what is going on, and 

everyone loves pictures!   

 

As all of you know, our chapter and 

the BMW world lost one of our 

brightest shining lights this summer.  

Steve Cohen was a driving force 

within not just the E31 community, 

but the BMW group as a whole.  Much 

has been said of Steve and his impact 

on all of us.   

 

There is no better way to honor 

Steve’s legacy than to encourage 

others to join our efforts.  We are the 

common recognized voice to BMW 

within BMWCCA.  We all need to 

work together for the common good 

of all of us, and this was very 

important to Steve.  Through our 

combined efforts as a unified voice, 

we increase the possibilities of 

recognition by BMW Classic.   We 

can petition for much needed NLA  

parts, and collectively as a group, our 

message caries weight. 

 

I simply wanted to close with Steve’s 

own personal message shortly after 

we formed the E31 Chapter:  “After so 

many of attempts to bring the 8 series 

to the attention of the BMWCCA we 

have finally succeeded in doing so. 

Please bring our new chapter to the 

attention of any 8 owner that you might 

meet in your travels.” 

 

As always, it is the car that brings us 

together, but it is the people that 

make us who we are.  And as Steve 

would always say, “It’s my pleasure” 

 

 

 

 the tail lights 
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